
PAUL WESTON SHARES THE CREATIVE PROCESS OF HIS 
ORCHESTRAL OVERTURE, MY DESIRE.

A Global Project showing that Music is a Universal Language 

"My Desire" had developed from a song for guitar and voice in 2003, and evolved 
through projects in United Kingdom, Australia, Serbia ,Russia, Moldova ,Romania 
and USA.

It was now a twelve minute contemporary/orchestral overture.

"The My Desire Story."

"In the summer of 2003 I was working with Louise Ryan (Vocal coach and arranger 
for Charlotte Church.) listening to new artist demo's when I mentioned to Louise I 
had written a new song.

I played Louise "My Desire" on my guitar,which was at that time,a four minute song.
Louise went quiet.

"Oh dear." I thought, fearing the worse.
"That was amazing.So passionate and emotional."said Louise.
This was the beginning of the "My Desire." project.

Later in summer 2003 Louise recorded her version of the song as a fundraiser for 
her favourite charity.

In April 2004 Serbian composer Arthur Primac, heard the song asked permission to 
translate the song into the Russian language.
Arthur lives in St Petersburg Russia,and considered the song would transpose well 
into the Russian language.

Arthur worked with some of his musician friends from the London Symphony 
Orchestra and invited Moldovan singer Olia Tira to perform the vocals in the 
Russian language.
Olia has represented Moldova  on two occasions performing at the Eurovision Song 
Contest.
The ESC is Europe''s biggest music festival and is watched by 125 million people on 
television.

Arthur then submitted " Ljubov Kotoroj Bolse" (My Desire) as a song entry for the 
Russian ESC heats in Moscow.

Encouraged by progress so far,Al Steele (Australian producer) and myself,got 
together to discuss finishing the "My Desire" project by composing a contemporary / 
orchestral music score,which we envisaged would be about twelve minutes long.
This would include a full orchestra and rock band and would be arranged around the 
song.



Between 2006 to 2008 we arranged to meet, when possible, in Al's UK studio in 
Cardiff Wales, to work together on composition for the overture.

By May 2009 we had written the music and had to decide on the right singer for the 
project.
That decision took as approximately five seconds when we both spontaneously said 
the name "Sarah Spencer."
Al and myself had worked with Florida singer - songwriter Sarah Spencer on a 
number of song projects and Sarah  is our favourite singer on planet Earth and 
beyond!

Sarah recorded the vocals in Nashville USA and we were both amazed at the wonder 
of her vocal performance.

The next big job was to record all of the orchestral instruments which were 
completed in sections between 2010 and 2012.

On a beautiful day in June 2013 everything came together ,Al and myself finally 
completed the master mix of the "My Desire" Project.

"My Desire" had developed from a song for guitar and voice in 2003, and evolved 
through projects in United Kingdom, Australia, Serbia, Russia, Moldova,Romania 
and USA.

It was now a twelve minute contemporary/orchestral overture.

The initial response has been most encouraging and so far we have received 
messages of congratulations and support from artists including Patti Boulaye, 
K.V.Bala Krishnan, Tony James, Marcella Puppini,Sue Cook, and Nina Kristofferson.

We are looking for a major backer to enable"My Desire." to have its commercial  
release....

"My Desire".    A Global project showing that music is a universal language." 
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